Axel Hacke

14.00 € (D)

Christmas comes but once a
year once again!

Rights sold: -

A rich array of Christmas booty: short stories,
satires and indispensably witty reflections upon
the festive season.

Axel Hacke

12.00 € (D)

Small Guide to Child-Rearing

Rights sold: -

"All that Axel Hacke has done is record the daily
havoc in which three quite normal and nice
children propel their liberal and loving parents
between fury, humiliation and a few moments of
blissful pride. Front-line reporting from the
playroom: almost on a par with the cult book The
Little Prince." (Der Stern)

Axel Hacke

6.90 € (D)

A Bear Called Sunday

Rights sold: -

A boy and bear book by Axel Hacke and Michael
Sowa, wonderfully lyrical and beautifully
illustrated. Eagerly awaited by all fans of their
earlier "Little King December".

Axel Hacke

6.90 € (D)

Prálinek

Rights sold: -

A droll Christmas story about the nature of things.

Axel Hacke
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Axel Hacke

6.90 € (D)

Hacke´s Animal Lives

Rights sold: -

A sensitive zoology, a sympathetic study of the
animals for a humanity far removed from them,
but well versed in psychology and empathy.

Axel Hacke

6.90 € (D)

Little King December

Rights sold: -

"From delight to melancholy, this fairy tale for
adults and children is full of profound meaning
and light-hearted wit, full of charm and shrewd
insight. Michael Sowa's enigmatic illustrations
reflect the enchanting atmosphere of the work.
Perhaps everyone could use a little king and a
whole lot of dreams, all neatly packaged."
(Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung)
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